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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:53 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 



text_0
Where are we
Ok. Still working it all
Weather dominant. How's papers
Still weather. Van Dyke is in court today to enter a plea and that's gotten some 
coverage on TV. Your return continues to be played pretty straight, or mentioned in 
the context of reforms. The trib cover was a story about the oemc dispatch from 
Saturday morning and another story about times cpd has accidentally shot someone. 
Neither will go beyond the Tribune. The st cover is that your returning. Headline 
was trips over.
St has an editorial that the road forward goes through ipra and restoring faith 
there
How bad is s times then? Cover and editorial
CT has an editorial that the shootings will be the first test of the commitment to 
reform, though they also note the 30 day policy and the cit/deescalation review
Not good not bad
Snarky
It's that your coming back to deal with this issue
Editorial is more about the fact that ipra has a long way to go to restore faith
The vance story was in both papers but neither blew it up
The past altercation is mentioned in both
I've only seen that on TV once as s reader
Makes it more personal then or is it a bigger problem
I think it suggests there's a personal beef 
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:52 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 

Text 
communicatio
n between 
Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel and 
Adam Collins, 
12/29/15 at 
7:25 a.m.



text_0
Just tell me where we are
Same as before. Weather dominant. 
Abc interviewed tha family of ms.jones who said they spoke to you, that you prayed 
with them and that warmed their heart
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:52 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 

Text 
communicatio
n between 
Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel and 
Adam Collins, 
12/28/15, 5:04 
p.m.



text_0
Eileen said Kelly indicated that you all are getting a lot of calls about my trip?  
Also is that a sense we have a crisis
The calls have picked up quite a bit today. The question is if you are home or when 
you will be home

 

 

I agree completely 
And to drive the changes
How goes it
Press is happy to have Sharon. Those interviews should be happening in the next 30 
minutes. The statement about your return is out to those asking. 
Cleveland DA just announced no charges in their police involved shooting from last 
year. Nationals are flipping to that at the moment
How heavy were they I bus
On us
We were in the mix, mostly they had hatch on as well as legal analysts. Mnsbc has a 
reporter here. I don't think cnn does
Lip syncing one reporter
How goes it
Ok. We're working it. Will have a better sense at 4. Weather will definitely be the 
lead, and we are managing that too
Sharon? 30 day?
Sharon
Cit/deescalation review and 30 day
There is real interest in the policy changes

. Return trip?
Return trip is still too new to make an assessment on how it is playing. 
My view is not my first choice but the right choice
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 

Text 
communicatio
n between 
Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel and 
Adam Collins, 
12/28/15, 
12:13 p.m.



text_0
Where are we
The coverage continues to be focused largely on the incident and the calls for 
answers/justice, as well as the family's anger
The 9 and 10 pm news included more pointed criticism at you, tho that was not the 
focus at all. The amtv has shifted and your involvement in those stories is your 
demand for change last night. Some have also mentioned that you are in Cuba
Nothing on vance
We are meeting as a group at 9, and eileen, David, Janey and I are connecting with 
cpd to finalize additional action items we can roll out yet this week, as well as 
next
We are doing check ins with the 24 hour networks, though they haven been focused on 
storm damage around the country 
Ok
Worth noting there were no amtv reporters on the story this morning. We are 
obviously monitoring closely
How was tribune in thirty day policy
It was positive and focused on how the move is a shift from how cpd has acted in the
past. It also noted that their willingness to admit the shooting of ms jones was a 
mistake is a step forward
It is focused on John and cpd. We released a note to press from our office that tied
the 30 day policy and the call for a review of cit training together, and added a 
quote from you about the new policy.
Tv coverage
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:46 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 



text_0
Talked to Eileen. We need to get the de escalation policy completed by Wednesday
Yep on it
We in a better place?
Press is all weather. Internal planning going well.
OEMC doing its job and joe on it
Next 48 hours. 30 day policy. Assume we are driving. Rule 14, she escalation , 
taser, and ipra briefing
Correct

Ok  good. Am I in those stories
Yep. Statement and picture.
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:34 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 



text_0
Mayor here. Daughters number wrong
I'm working on getting you updated info for her and Bettie jones' husband 
Ok
Eaq
Any luck
Not yet - have called texted and emailed everyone who was in touch with them 
yesterday so have multiple people working on it 
Have you reached anyone. Did you transcribe number wrong
Here is first report 

 (cousin, main spokesperson). 630 ; daughters  
and . 312 ;
Brother  773 ; boyfriend  773 .
Talked to latasha and Evelyn
Good call
Great 
Thru Evelyn number. She is with her. Evelyn very supportive
Appreciated call
Glad it worked out. I think the crisis responders can make a huge difference 
Drafted a quick not from me to family rush it over to them. I said her mother would 
always be remembered for her kindness and when called by a neighbor in need she 
answered 

 
 

Note sounds perfect 
Before eleven. Call Evelyn number
Sorry - don't understand your last text. Do you want me to call Evelyn's number? Is 
someone working on the note or do you need for me to write it up?
I need you. Call Evelyn to tell her we have a note coming for family
Please get done
Working on it now 
If possible note as I said to you this morning in the phone
We good
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:33 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 



text_0
Where do we stand
Still look ok in 011 but we just had another police involved shooting with hits in 
022 but I have no details yet. 022 just happened. 
People ok or fatal
Just happened. I will get details. 
Individual struck by police gunfire struck in wrist, hand, arm. 
Ok. But no problems in 11   ? Right?  
Yes. I did phone conf 45 min ago regarding 011. Still good. 
22 is not fatal right
Correct  not fatal. Cmdr Fletcher is going to give me an update soon. 
Good. Would like to know what the officer was responding to
Domestic 2 brothers fighting in street 1041 w 103rd. Tact  officers pull up and see 
one brother firing glock pistol. Offender turns pistol on officers, one ofivee fires
striking him. 2nd brother is fully cooperative as is a good witness neighbor.
Ok
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:32 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 



text_0
Good morning. Any updates I should know about? 7,9,11, 15, or 5?
Yes sir.  Fatal police involved shooting. Can you take a call or call me?

  

Yes for shooting officer. I will find out about partner. 
She was 55 yrs. 
Check out minister. Can be helpful
Yes Barb West and Jimmy Jones have already made some calls. 
Good.  
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:26 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 



text_0
Any updates
Quiet. Looks like there was a hit and run last night.  Woman hit was 8 months 
pregnant.  Gave birth at hospital and died shortly after. 
Heard. Which neighborhood
Lig?
West side.  Not sure of exact neighborhood.  Vetting top 3 candidates for LIG.   
They are moving process along. 
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From: 312 @vzwpix.com
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:58 PM
To: Mayor Emanuel
Attachments: text_0.txt

 



text_0
Sorry to bother you. Please be in touch with John e about a fatal police shooting in
11
Ipra must be on scene
Yes.  Am up to speed.  Our call disconnected on my end.
Just tried you
Media acting breathlessly?
Media on the scene.  Roy issued a statement at the scene.  Simple facts.  Tribune 
alert hit just before 9.  

 

Where are we
West is doing outreach to minister.  Investigation continues.  Will get media recap 
to you shortly.

 Any issues 
911 call
911 calls
The tribune has a story on line and has spoken to the families.  We are staying with
our CPD statement.  911 calls being reviewed.  No plan to release at this time.  
IPRA engaged.  We will continue to review.  No other  media planned at this time but
team is continuing to review options.  
I saw tribune. 

In Santa Clara have connection for awhile
Ok.  Nothing new at this time.  Thanks.
Just saw tribune update. You are positive no publi negative reaction
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